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14

Introduction

15

The Critical Path Institute’s Polycystic Kidney Disease Outcome Consortium (PKDOC) intends to qualify

16

Total Kidney Volume (TKV) as a prognostic biomarker (i.e. predictive for the outcome with the current

17

standard of treatment) to enrich the ADPKD population with the aim to conduct clinical trials more

18

efficiently. The applicant started to work with the FDA in 2010 and initiated the discussion with the

19

European Medicines Agency in 2013. Five observational studies including long-term outcome regarding

20

the change in TKV over time, with or without various therapeutic interventions (such as diet, blood

21

pressure control, cytostatics etc.) have been integrated into one database according to Clinical Data

22

Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) standards.

23

The primary goal was the development of a Joint Model linking the trajectory of TKV, utilizing this

24

standardized database, to predict clinical outcome variables (30% worsening of eGFR, 57% worsening

25

of eGFR, transition of CKD stage 1 or 2 to stage 3, ESRD, hypertension, mortality) and then to use this

26

model to predict which patients should be included into a future trial to arrive at a reasonable event

27

rate in a more reasonable time frame in order to formally prove efficacy and positive benefit/risk of a

28

new medical treatment. While all six endpoints were examined, there were not sufficient data or

29

results to use CKD stage transition, hypertension, and mortality. The applicant has submitted

30

substantial documentation to support the qualification. The development of the joint model, requiring

31

at least two measurements of TKV per patient lead to a substantial loss in observations from the

32

database. In addition, it turned out that baseline TKV per se is a similarly well predicting co-variate.

33

Simple Cox-regression is thus a suitable tool to model the impact of TKV on the aforementioned

34

endpoints.

35

The proposed Cox regression model includes age, baseline eGFR and baseline TKV (measured by

36

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Computed Tomography (CT) scan, or ultrasound (US) imaging) to

37

predict outcome. A number of potential trial-situations (proof of concept, dose-finding, confirmatory

38

trial) are discussed to illustrate the anticipated uses of the model.

39

Questions of the applicant search concordance that (i) the context of use of the biomarker for

40

enrichment of clinical trial populations is clearly described, (ii) the endpoints to be modeled are

41

clinically relevant to describe progression of disease, and (iii) the overall package is sufficient to allow

42

qualification of the biomarker.

43

A formal Letter of intent was submitted to the EMA on April 11th, 2013, followed by submission of the

44

initial EMA briefing package on April 30, 2013. In response to a list of issues provided by the EMA on

45

the briefing book, a face-to-face meeting was held in London on July 9, 2013. Following questions and

46

responses that were addressed via email during the next several months, the Agency indicated that all

47

remaining questions could be addressed in the submission of an updated briefing package. The

48

updated package was submitted on 20 March 2014. When assessing the submission, it was felt that

49

another set of issues has to be addressed by the applicant, before a qualification opinion can be issued.

50

The list of issues was sent on 20 May 2014. Response has been provided on 27 June, 2014 and a

51

teleconference was planned on the 7th of July 2014. An additional request for data has been submitted

52

to enable re-analyses for a better understanding of the competence of the database and the model.

53

TKV is a plausible predictor of clinical outcome with a relatively unspecified background of interventions

54

and provided data allow qualifying TKV as a biomarker for enrichment of a potential trial population.

55

However, the database as presented leaves some questions open with respect to the ability of the

56

biomarker to efficiently enrich towards a trial population. These are discussed below. The proposed

57

models could help studying the impact of certain criteria for inclusion or exclusion of patients on the
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58

risk-profile in a future trial. Nevertheless, the provision of the raw data that have been used in the

59

modelling process directly would enable trialists to select a population matching the one to be enrolled

60

in a planned trial.

61

The current qualification opinion addresses these issues and provides recommendations to be

62

eventually addressed in a forthcoming follow-up procedure or that might be directly implemented.

63

Context of use statement (as proposed by the applicant in the 20 March 2014 briefing book)

64

General area: Clinical trial enrichment in Autosomal Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease (ADPKD)

65

Target population for use: Patients with ADPKD

66

Stage of drug development for use: All clinical stages of ADPKD drug development, including proof

67

of concept, dose-ranging, and confirmatory clinical trials.

68

Intended application: Baseline TKV can be applied as a prognostic biomarker that, in combination

69

with patient age and baseline estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate (eGFR), can be used to help identify

70

those ADPKD patients who are at the greatest risk for a substantial decline in renal function defined as

71

(1) 30% worsening of eGFR, (2) 57% worsening of eGFR (equivalent to doubling of serum creatinine),

72

or (3) End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD, defined as dialysis or transplant). Baseline TKV will be used as

73

an inclusion criterion in clinical trials to identify patients likely to show a clinically relevant decline in

74

kidney function during the duration of the trial. Data are provided showing the calculated risk of each

75

of these outcomes of declining renal function depending on age, total kidney volume, and baseline

76

eGFR. Tables will be used by clinical trial researchers to determine the inclusion criteria to help select

77

patients who are likely to reach the clinical endpoint of interest within a timeframe practical for the

78

trial. These criteria include the optimum age, TKV, and eGFR for selecting subjects to be enrolled in the

79

clinical trial.

80

TKV can be measured by Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Computed Tomography (CT) scan, or

81

ultrasound (US) imaging, and the volume calculated by a standard methodology, such as an ellipsoid

82

volume equation, or by quantitative stereology or boundary tracing (for CT/MRI).

83

Using the same analysis and modelling approach described in section 5 of the briefing package, PKDOC

84

also examined two other potential biomarkers, the longitudinal change in TKV and the rate of TKV

85

growth. The longitudinal change in TKV did not improve prognostic performance beyond that provided

86

by baseline TKV and age. Additionally, the rate of change of TKV requires longitudinal measurements

87

making it an impractical biomarker for use as a clinical trial enrichment criterion. Therefore, these

88

potential biomarkers were not included in this submission.

89

The figure below demonstrates an approach using TKV in drug development to enrich patient

90

population, as proposed by the applicant in the 20 March 2014 briefing book.
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91

93

Based on the qualification team report the CHMP gave the
following answers

94

Question 1

95

Do the FDA and EMA agree that the Context of Use clearly describes how TKV will be used by

92

96

applicants as a prognostic biomarker to enrich clinical trial population in clinical trials at all

97

stages of ADPKD drug development, including proof of concept, dose-ranging, and

98

confirmatory trials?

99

Applicant’s position

100

PKDOC believes that the Context of Use as described in section 3.3 provides clinical trial researchers

101

with a tool to select Baseline TKV, Baseline eGFR, and age cut-off values for use as inclusion criteria in

102

clinical trials. Clinical trial researchers can use the tables supplied to understand how doing so will

103

increase the probability of enrolling patients in the trial who are most likely to progress to a stage of

104

renal disease that will meet the clinical endpoint of interest (see section 6 of briefing book).

105

CHMP answer

106

The applicant has formulated and investigated prediction models (Cox-regression models, and so-

107

called Joint Models for time to event outcome variables (a linear mixed-effect model with a random

108

intercept (baseline ln-transformed TKV) was used to fit ln-transformed TKV values over time)) that

109

appropriately fit the clinical data and has derived cut-points for age and total kidney volume to predict

110

outcome probabilities within a certain time-frame. During the discussions with regulatory agencies it

111

has been further elaborated, that the models should include, in addition, baseline eGFR, which led to
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112

an improvement of model fit. In consequence, cut-points in three-dimensions have to be derived to

113

estimate the impact of patient selection on the probability of outcome in a certain time-frame.

114

Sample situations have been provided to illustrate the impact of these variables on the estimated

115

event rate in a clinical trial for situations that have been envisaged for certain phases of drug

116

development of drugs to treat ADPKD. However, whether the provided tables are really helpful to

117

understand the structure of the forthcoming trial population is not yet sufficiently clear.

118

From the data provided it is reasonable to expect that baseline TKV can predict disease progression

119

and is a biomarker valuable for risk stratification. The consortium is encouraged to further elaborate on

120

the value of this biomarker with or without its dynamics during certain period of disease progression as

121

the potential tool for enrichment.

122

The applicant stated that a key perspective that has come out of this project was the understanding

123

that there are times (earlier in the disease continuum) when baseline TKV (in combination with age

124

and eGFR) is clearly superior to eGFR alone in predicting future disease progression. On the other

125

hand, there would be later phases in the disease, where eGFR (in combination with age and TKV) was

126

equal or better than TKV. Neither was the best option during all stages of disease progression,

127

however, in the context of enrichment then the aim should be to develop a model to predict from the

128

initial stages of the disease which patients are at an increased risk for deterioration. The applicant has

129

provided the following conceptual graphic, which clarifies that the clinical course of ADPKD is marked

130

by a decades-long period of stable kidney function, as measured by eGFR, despite the relentless

131

expansion of total kidney volume (TKV) due to growth of cysts.

132

133
134

As a tool in drug development and for planning clinical trials, the provision of the dataset (as presented

135

to regulatory authorities) will provide a useful tool to study the impact of variations in the inclusion

136

and/or exclusion criteria of patients on the expected event rate for a number of endpoints within

137

different time-frames.

138

Question 2

139

Do the FDA and EMA agree that the following are clinically relevant endpoints of ADPKD and

140

are adequate to track disease progression?

141

•

30% Worsening of eGFR
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142

•

57% Worsening of eGFR (selected based on equivalence to doubling of serum
creatinine)

143

End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD)

144

•

145

Applicant’s position

146

PKDOC believes that each is a relevant clinical endpoint in a PKD clinical trial, and that TKV

147

can be used as an enrichment biomarker in a trial using any of these as an endpoint. See

148

Sections 3.4.6, 5, and 6 of the briefing book.

149

CHMP answer

150

Agreement exists that a 30% worsening of eGFR, or a 57% worsening of eGFR are useful endpoints to

151

develop a prediction model to identify patients at increased risk of worsening disease. Models for these

152

endpoints may be developed to identify and include patients into a clinical trial that have an increased

153

risk of developing ESRD, kidney failure or death that are established endpoints in kidney disease.

154

A 50% worsening of eGFR has been mentioned as an example for a change in eGFR that might serve

155

as an endpoint in the draft guideline on the clinical investigation of medicinal products to prevent

156

development/slow progression of chronic renal insufficiency (EMA/CHMP/355988/2014). The use of a

157

30% worsening of eGFR as an endpoint is still controversial, because correlation with clinical endpoints

158

is less firmly established, and may be affected by acute drug effects on eGFR. Moreover it is not clear

159

whether drug induced changes of this size predict ESRD or death. Its application should therefore be

160

restricted to those situations (e.g. phase II dose-finding), where independent replication in a phase III

161

clinical trial with more robust endpoints is foreseen and rare disease may not be the most appropriate

162

place to provide further evidence for surrogacy.

163

It is noted that the applicant has not provided specific information regarding the surrogacy of the

164

aforementioned changes in eGFR for clinical endpoints in this qualification procedure. During this

165

biomarker validation procedure it has been requested to investigate whether the correlation between

166

the surrogates and the clinical outcome of ESRD, and mortality can be formally demonstrated from the

167

collected registry data. The applicant didn’t provide the respective information eventually because of

168

paucity of the data in its longitudinal aspect.

169

The CHMP reiterates that its position to accept sole 30% and 57% decrease in eGFR as markers for the

170

proposed prediction models should not be seen as an acceptance of these surrogate endpoints for

171

clinical studies, as this was not part of the current submission, and as the applicant failed to provide

172

data linking these surrogate markers with hard clinical endpoints in the target population.

173

Question 3

174

Do the FDA and EMA agree that the totality of data accumulated and the scientific evidence

175

generated through the execution of the PKDOC Research plan, is sufficient in supporting the

176

qualification of Baseline TKV, in combination with age and baseline eGFR, as a prognostic

177

biomarker in ADPKD patients?

178

Applicant’s position

179

PKDOC believes that the rich source of longitudinal data from three academic registries and two

180

observational trials provide both sufficient quantity and diversity of data to support the qualification,

181

and that the modelling and validation approach are state-of-the-art and in agreement with what was
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182

previously discussed as an approach to use. The results of the analysis show a strong correlation

183

between baseline TKV and the likelihood of renal disease progressing to one of the three endpoints

184

above, and can reliably be used as an inclusion criterion.

185

CHMP answer

186

CHMP agrees. A number of prediction models have been proposed and described in this application.

187

These models relate TKV, age, and eGFR at baseline to the aforementioned clinical outcomes. These

188

models suggest that TKV is predictive for an increased risk in patients and can be used to investigate

189

the impact of certain thresholds for criteria on inclusion and exclusion on the probability of an event

190

within a certain time-frame, and thus support concepts of enrichment.

191

However a number of limitations hold true on the concept of enrichment, the model building dataset

192

and the utility of the predictive models.

193

Impact of enrichment

194

The impact of enrichment deserves further consideration in the following aspect: recruitment of an

195

enriched population may take longer so that some (or all) of the effect of enrichment (a higher event

196

rate in a shorter period of time to demonstrate a larger treatment effect) is compensated by a

197

generally longer duration of recruitment for the trial. This aspect was discussed with the applicant, as

198

well, and it is recommended that it is carefully investigated whether under the specific conditions for

199

the disease under investigation, enrichment is of real benefit for the conduct of future clinical trials.

200

The applicant confirmed that enrichment may be of value even if recruitment duration would be

201

prolonged because expensive investigations could be spared. They also confirm that each applicant in

202

designing the trial for their particular compound will balance any trade off of enrichment versus

203

enrolment based on their own internal decision. They explain that the availability of a qualified

204

prognostic biomarker does not force its use on any application; however, it offers the applicant better

205

options to aid in designing the trial that best suits their needs.

206

The second effect of enrichment, namely the investigation of the treatment effect in a sub-population

207

of the patient population again comes at the price that benefit/risk of treatment in a broader

208

population may differ from what is seen in the enriched population. As the whole point of enrichment is

209

to facilitate demonstration of a treatment effect that can be investigated with a smaller sample-size it

210

will often be the case that in the complement the treatment is the same, or smaller than in the

211

enriched population. Therefore, the benefit/risk-ratio will require re-discussion. Enrichment may also

212

lead to a population that is less or more amenable for a treatment effect and extrapolation will be

213

particularly difficult if this cannot be excluded. It is important to note that without clinical data and

214

particularly in a rare condition it may be difficult to find information to allow bridging from the enriched

215

to the non-enriched population.

216

This consequence of enrichment needs to be discussed at the time-point of licensing.

217

External validity of the model building dataset

218

The applicant has made an enormous attempt to collect all available systematic evidence and to

219

include this in a systematic and structured way into one database using CDISC standards. This is for

220

rare disease a highly appreciated undertaking. If model parameters are estimated from this data-

221

source it has to be assumed that the database in totality is representative of the ADPKD population

222

also regarding its quantitative composition and epidemiological aspects.
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223

The applicant is convinced that this is the case and states that all patients who entered the clinics

224

during the timeframe of data collection and had a diagnosis of ADPKD were included in the database,

225

unless they were already on dialysis or had a kidney transplant. The applicant states that all of the

226

studies underwent national recruitment efforts and included all races and ethnicities. The applicant re-

227

iterates that data from multiple, longitudinal, well-characterized observational registries maintained by

228

PKD investigators at leading American academic medical institutions extending over seven decades

229

were utilized. The applicant is convinced that while each individual dataset on its own may not be

230

entirely representative due to some population differences, the characteristics of the aggregated

231

datasets are very representative of the general ADPKD population.

232

From the raw data provided it is, however, not possible to understand the impact of each of the

233

different data sets on the outcome. Nevertheless the applicant articulates its strong believe that the

234

provided dataset is representative of the ADPKD population.

235

For various reasons the set of observations finally included into the modelling process is substantially

236

restricted against the combination of the original datasets. It has to be assumed, in addition, that

237

these restrictions do not impact on the ability to properly develop a risk model. This aspect should

238

deserve thorough consideration particularly as it leads to non-testable assumptions about nature and

239

reason for missing data, or the availability of additional measurements and information. This again

240

increases the importance of an independent replication step.

241

The applicant has explained why some observations needed to be excluded and expressed their strong

242

belief that these exclusions do not bias the final conclusions in how far TKV predicts outcome.

243

Need for external validation

244

For understandable reasons all the information in the source databases has been used in the model

245

building approach and therefore no independent replication of the modelling process is available.

246

Cross-validation techniques have been used to ameliorate this aspect, but these cannot formally

247

replace an independent verification step. PKDOC represents a number of world pharmaceutical

248

companies and it is currently unclear, whether any data from randomized clinical trials are available to

249

the consortium that could be used to test / validate the model or to demonstrate that with

250

appropriately chosen criteria for inclusion and exclusion a population within the PKDOC dataset can be

251

identified that is structurally similar to the trial population.

252

Meanwhile a randomized clinical trial (TEMPO 3/4) has been published and the respective dataset could

253

be used to independently replicate some aspects of the PKDOC dataset under investigation. The data

254

could be used to test / validate the model or to demonstrate that with appropriately chosen criteria for

255

inclusion and exclusion a population within the PKDOC dataset can be identified that is structurally

256

similar to the trial population (as has been done in some of the additional analyses provided below).

257

Model building dataset vs. eligible population for clinical trials

258

Trials in ADPKD were checked and it was found that most of them investigate patients from the age of

259

18 years and older and have and baseline eGFR between 50 and 200 mL/min/1.73m². A dataset has

260

been provided from PKDOC for the qualification team. A re-analysis of the provided data has been

261

conducted and predicted outcomes in a subset of the dataset matching the clinical trial eligible

262

population.

263

Results for a 57% worsening of eGFR (below) demonstrate that the effect of TKV in selecting a

264

population at higher risk is grossly overestimated in the full population, but visible also in the “eligible”

265

population.
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266

Similar findings can be demonstrated for 30% worsening of eGFR, though curves separate earlier:

267

End stage renal disease curves are again more strongly overlaying in the eligible population and

268

separate lately.

269

Implications for study planning are obvious: the time until the development of traditional endpoints is

270

still substantial even if population enrichment is taken into consideration. Arguments as outlined above

271

are of importance to properly estimate the value of enrichment.
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272

Utility of predictive models for study planning

273

One of the aims of this qualification is also the provision of novel tools for study planning. The direct

274

utility of the model as presented or the derived tables are questioned: while these tables have been

275

calculated from the developed models, they only reflect interactions between model parameters to the

276

extent that they are captured in the model. Of note, causal (parsimonious) models may be inferior in

277

predicting outcome as compared to models including more co-variates. Researchers utilizing these

278

models would have to simulate them with the anticipated population fraction to properly reflect the

279

forthcoming study population. This also requires an understanding of the distribution of the co-variates

280

and potential interactions beyond what is available from the causal models. A more elegant approach is

281

the provision of the (appropriately anonymized) datasets so that a direct restriction of the population

282

will be possible for the interested researcher trying to understand the impact of changes in the criteria

283

for inclusion and exclusion on the event rate in the control group of a future trial.

284

The applicant has agreed to provide a completely anonymised dataset so that interested parties can

285

apply potential sets of criteria for inclusion and exclusion of patients to a potential trial population and

286

then in detail investigate the structure of this patient population and the applicant confirms that this

287

step is under consideration.

288

Qualification opinion

289

CHMP support baseline total kidney volume, in combination with patient age and eGFR as a prognostic

290

biomarker to identify patients likely to experience a progressive decline in renal function, as

291

characterized by a decline in eGFR or progression to end-stage renal disease.

292

CHMP encourage ADPKD trialists, to request access to the anonymised PKDOC dataset, in order to

293

investigate the impact of inclusion/exclusion criteria, and more specifically baseline TKV, age and

294

eGFR, on clinical outcomes. It is envisaged that access to PKDOC dataset will help optimizing clinical

295

trials in terms of population to be enrolled, study duration and expected placebo effect. As discussed

296

the impact of enrichment should be weighed against enrollment times. In addition as changes in eGFR

297

and TKV occur at different disease stages, it is crucial to consider the mechanism of action and

298

anticipated treatment benefit when selecting a population for clinical trials. Finally the relevance of the

299

benefit risk demonstrated in an enriched population, to the wider PKD population, needs to be justified

300

on a case by case basis.

301

Regulators encourage further data sharing activities and analyses to replicate the findings from PKDOC

302

and are open to follow up qualification discussions.

303

Annexes

304

•

PKDOC final briefing book (20 March 2014)

305

•

3rd list of issues (20 May 2014)

306

•

Written responses from applicant to 3rd list of issues (27 June 2015)

307

•

Applicant’s presentation (03 July 2015)
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